A New Era in Mass Spectrometry

Innovation with Integrity

Qq-FTMS

Bruker high resolution FTMS technology enables scientists to see what they have never been
able to see before. This technology addresses
the needs of many markets (i.e. pharma, petroleum, food safety, etc.) who all want an efficient
solution for their analytical problems. The value
is in the fine structural elucidation for customer’s
compounds of interest.
This structural info is obtained in the most efficient and cost-effective way using cutting edge
technology featuring the enhanced, redesigned
Paracell as the key technology that enables
eXtreme Resolution.

eXtreme Resolution
eXtreme Resolution is the ability of
the solariX to provide “razor thin”
peaks in the mass spectrum resulting in
significantly greater information content
and peak capacity. eXtreme Resolution
enables interrogation of complex

mixtures or compounds very close in
mass without the need for spatial separation providing simpler and more efficient
analytical workflows. This is achieved with
a combination of technological breakthroughs introduced in the solariX XR.

Key Benefits

Key Applications

Analytical power

Small molecule analysis

Unmatched in commercial mass spectrometry provides the capability to create
new workflows and explore the chemical
landscape in ways not conceivable
before.

Elemental compositions are exact and
reliable as the solariX XR is the first
commercial system to routinely provide
answers derived from evaluation of fine
isotopic structure invisible to most other
mass analyzers.

Flexibility
Combining one of the widest array of
sources available with an armada of both
traditional and unique dissociation
methods providing experimental flexibility
that supercharges every application and
allowing you to accelerate your workflows.

Advanced protein analysis
solariX XR can measure large intact
biomolecules with isotopic resolution
followed by detailed structural analysis
with proven applications in proteomics,
biopharmaceutical analysis, and
protein science.

Speed

Molecular imaging

High performance and flexibility translates
to faster, streamlined workflows reengineering traditional approaches with tuned
methods that save time and money and
produce richer datasets in a given time
than ever seen before.

Leveraging Bruker’s unmatched imaging
expertise with the power of extreme
resolution provides complete competence
for spatial localization of small molecules
from a variety of samples.

Turnkey operation
Advanced software for acquisition, processing and automation combined with a
robust source design and fully automated
transfer optics provide compelling results
with limited user effort.

Complex mixtures
Utilize eXtreme Resolution to provide
selectivity for samples such as petroleum,
foods and beverages, environmental, and
biological small molecules containing
thousands of peaks that cannot be
effectively or efficiently separated by
conventional chromatographic methods.

eXtreme Resolution for Seeing
What Was Missed ...
Conventional mass spectrometry only
sees nominal mass peaks for the isotopic
peak clusters in detected compounds
although they are actually comprised of
several peaks from heteroatom content.
eXtreme Resolution allows the user to
routinely view this fine isotopic structure
to gain powerful insight and unlock the
secrets of this previously hidden realm.

eXtreme Resolution reveals heteroatom content

Automated interpretation of fine
isotopic structure

Automated fine structure interpretation

SmartFormula has evolved to handle
the increased information provided by
eXtreme Resolution and allows reading
the chemical formula directly from the
mass spectrum.

... and Making Quick Work of
Complex Mixtures!
Meeting the challenge of analysis for
large numbers of samples can quickly
outstrip the capability of LC-MS platforms which consume precious time.

Ultrafast statistical profiling of complex mixtures

solariX XR is optimized for complex
samples and can be tasked to handle
large sample volumes in a fraction
of the time required by traditionally
applied methods, conserving time and
saving money.
Screening methods can be easily assembled for automated MALDI or ESI that
gather complex datasets in less than
1 minute followed by powerful multidimensional statistical analysis to find even
the best hidden needle in a haystack.

Detect, Identify, Locate
The eXtreme Resolution advantage of
solariX XR is enhanced by Bruker’s industry leading imaging solution to create
the ideal environment for high throughput
small molecule imaging.

eXtreme spatial Resolution MALDI Imaging

Mass difference of red and green signal 3 mDa.

Complex mixtures produced by MALDI
imaging are quickly separated in mass
space and identified with unmatched specificity allowing seamless workflows that
significantly increase chemical information
content through spatial localization.
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Multipole Transfer Optics
Factory-optimized RF ion guides transmit ions 100 – 10,000 m/z based
on preloaded methods without the need for specialized tuning.
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Dual Source Ion Funnel
Orthogonal atmospheric pressure ionization geometry creates a robust,
simple yet powerful source with <5 seconds switchover to MALDI.
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Forging Productivity from Innovation

> 10 million resolving power at 7T
Professor Eugene Nikolaev
Paracell Inventor
Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
“Continuing the tradition of Bruker
innovation, the ParaCell is a new enabling
technology for solariX XR. This radical
concept is a departure from traditional ICR
cell strategies and provides uncommon
broadband ion stability resulting in
resolution orders of magnitude above other
detection schemes.
This power enables the user to effortlessly
obtain the extreme resolving power needed
to probe isotopic fine structure or highly
complex mixtures.”

ADH Tetramer > 400,000 RP m/z 5460

-700,000 resolving power at 1 Hz Duty Cycle

Whether it is increasing the duty cycle or providing additional resolving power, Absorption
Mode Processing (AMP) comes with no cost
in processing/acquisition time and can provide
resolving power in excess of 650,000 at m/z
400 in a 1 second scan.

Simple, Efficient and
Dramatically Robust
The dual stage ion funnel innovates
through simplicity. Reducing the number
of tunable DC elements means easy
operation by switching samples and
polarity without the need for additional tuning.
The robust orthogonal design also
eliminates the need for frequent cleaning
as contaminants are directed away from
the ion optics and removed from the
system. Less tuning and more uptime
means more concentrating on what
matters most.

MALDI has never been
easier as the target sits
coincidentally in the beam
path with the API source,
“switching” sources is a
thing of the past providing
maximum throughput
for methods that involve
both MALDI and ESI.

Fast Polarity Switching
Fastest in the industry for high
mass accuracy
“Zero Delay Alternating Polarity”
adds to the overall efficiency by providing
a 4 Hz polarity switching capability at
mass accuracies typical of ultra high
performance mass spectrometers,
providing the only solution to ultra high
resolution and high mass accuracy polarity switching.

4 Hz fast polarity switching with accurate mass

Flexible Biomolecule Analysis
The new solariX XR is the most flexible
mass spectrometry platform for the characterization of biomolecules.

Largest selection of dissociation techniques

The solariX XR platform offers:
The largest variety of collisionaland electron-dissociation techniques
available on any mass spectrometry
platform.
Highest mass accuracy and 		
resolving power of all mass 		
spectrometers
Wide m/z range, from m/z 		
100 – 10,000.
Wide variety of ion sources, including
MALDI, ESI, nanoESI, APPI, and APCI.

Automated Data Processing
Automated processing rapidly characterize the complex, often overlapping
dissociation products.
Monoisotopic m/z and charge
deconvolution.
Quickly combine data sets
from multiple dissociation techniques into an accurate picture of
biomolecule sequence, structure
and modifications.

Automated combination of complimentary data sets

Dynamic Source Configuration
In addition to the included MALDI and ESI sources, solariX XR supports a wide range of source
options from Bruker and third-party vendors, all switchable within seconds.

CaptiveSpray™ nanoBooster

APPI

CaptiveSpray nanoBooster is the proteomics
ion source that brings your MS to the next
performance level – The operation is as easy
as electrospray can be. The nanoBooster
enables Glycoanalysis, supercharging and
pushes up ID rates.

Atmospheric Pressure Photo Ionization is used
for less polar or non-polar molecules that can
not be ionized in either ESI or APCI.

ionBooster
The ionBooster offers a 5–100x gain in
sensitivity for many compounds of interest
in the fields of environmental analysis, food
testing and therapeutic drug monitoring.

APCI
Atmospheric Pressure Chemical Ionization is
used in metabolomics as well as for drug or
pesticide screening for less polar molecules
where ESI fails to deliver reasonable quantities
of ions.

DIP
The DirectProbe add-on for the Bruker APCI II
and APPI II ion sources allows direct analysis of
liquid and solid samples without tedious sample
preparation.

GC /APCI Source
To obtain high resolution TOF spectra for a GC
run has traditionally been a difficult task as
TOF-MS dedicated for GC coupling has generally
delivered poor mass accuracy and resolution.

ESI
APCI
APCI with DIP

APPI

CaptiveSpray nanoBooster

New easy-to-use software to complete the newest innovations

Online readback traces

Accumulation during detection

+/- mode calibration

Online data reduction

User customizable workspaces

Online calibration

Integrated system diagnostics

For research use only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.
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Absorption mode processing

Bruker Daltonics is continually improving its products and reserves the right
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